
Blackboard Collaborate is the reliable, education-first virtual classroom that allows learners to engage from 
their desk, on the go, or wherever their busy lives take them. Built on the only true EdTech platform, personalization 
for every learner’s unique needs has never been easier. Welcome to the classroom of the future. 

The divide is gone. Face-to-face, virtual, blended—there is one constant: Learners being taught. Whether 
in a one-on-one, small group, or full class setting, Blackboard Collaborate provides the flexibility and 
dynamic features to personalize every learning journey and keep everyone immersed and involved.

Your learners want to achieve their goals, no matter what obstacles 
arise. Help them stay the course with Blackboard Collaborate. 

Intuitive, reliable and engaging
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Take your learners’ experience to the next level.

Inviting learners to participate beyond just being on camera through interactive whiteboard 
tools that let learners and instructors annotate materials in real-time.

Giving every individual a chance to take part in the course with moderated breakout groups that facili-
tate small group teamwork.

Enhancing overall communication with emojis and chat

Providing every learner with opportunities to share through chronological hand-raise notifications.

Increasing classroom interaction and checking for learners’ understanding with  on-demand polls.

Offering group discussions or individual one-on-one office hours outside of scheduled classes.

Provide more personalized instruction by:



When tech fails to live up to its promises, you feel it. But what if you possessed technology so 
intuitive and reliable that it worked effectively—even on your worst days? Flip the script of 
inconsistent tech with Blackboard Collaborate—a virtual classroom experience without the 
headaches and the need for extensive training.

Once Blackboard Collaborate is rolled out, you’ll see something amazing happen: the focus will 
return to what really matters—teaching learners and managing classes. Blackboard Collaborate 
makes it easy to deliver personalized and innovative learning experiences that take virtual class-
rooms beyond a simple meeting room. Learners will find it easy to engage in ways that match 
their individual style, emerging confident, competent and ready for what’s next.

Tracking attendance automatically so that classes can start without a roll call.

Enabling faster classroom access through browser-based use.

Only allowing authorized instructors and learners into the classroom.

Eliminating app install barriers – learners can join from anywhere on any device.

Linking class recordings and chronological chat to courses automatically.

Integrating Blackboard Collaborate with the systems and applications you already use.

Interactive whiteboard

Breakout groups

Chat 

Emojis

Hand raising

Polls

Automated attendance 
tracking

Session recordings

Scheduled & ad hoc 
classroom sessions

Seamless LMS integration

We support safe, secure and efficient learning environments:

Creating dynamic classrooms and active participation, supported by the ability to 
manage permissions at any time.

Enabling a conversational and engaging environment with chat monitoring tools.

Promoting peer-to-peer, group, and learner-led work through on-demand breakout groups.

Accommodating virtual learning spaces of up to 500 participants.

Blackboard Collaborate intuitively helps even first-time users by:

Support learning with technology that just works

Focus on what matters most in education
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LET’S COLLABORATE

Features At-A-Glance

“Without Blackboard Collaborate, there’s no way we would 
have the high-touch, high-feel that we want in our classes.”

– Sherry Olsen, Vice Chancellor, Online Division of Keiser University

https://www.blackboard.com/collaborate

